The present work concerns the formal evolutionary development of complex structural engineering systems using a biologically inspired evolutionary method. The bioinspired method presented in this study uses Map Lindenmayer systems, or more specifically mBPMOL-systems, which create single layered cellular structures, to mimic the biological process of cellular division.
I. Introduction
B ecause of the inherent robustness of cellular structures, 2 there has been an increasing interest for such structures in engineering applications. However most cellular structures are originated from the use of trusses 2, 3 or by assuming a fixed cell shape and optimizing its location and/or properties 4 to achieve certain design criteria.
The topology of the cellular structures can be mathematically defined by graphs. 5 Computational methods that optimize such graph topologies typically fix the number of vertices in the graph and evolve the connectivity matrix defining the graph adjacency, and so its edges. Because the adjacency matrix accounts of all possible combinations of the vertices, its size will grow with the square of the number of vertices which must be set a priori.
Besides the cellular structures, these methods can also develop ramified structures. Ramified topologies are treated mathematically in the same manner as the cellular structures.
The presence of such structures in the natural world is ubiquitous, for instance, in cellular tissues, in leaves, in the wings of insects, etc., however the solution of natural systems to the problem of the graph modeling and development is strikingly different than the existing engineering methods. Indeed, contrary to the current optimization methods, living systems do not encode the connectivity matrix in their DNA. Instead, the DNA encodes a set of instructions that when compiled and executed performs a sequence of tasks that develops the final graph structure in stages. The result are branched and patterned, complex and multi-scaled structures that performs multiple task functions and that are generically fault tolerant.
The methodology introduced in this work, much as in natural systems, explores the possibility of evolving programs and languages that develop structures in stages. Specifically, the proposed methodology uses map Lyndenmayer systems to produce the codes and the developmental process for the cellular structures and a genetic algorithm is employed to evolve the codes and languages, and so indirectly, as in natural systems, the graph structure topology. 
II. Map L-Systems
T he modeling of cellular structure uses the mBPMOL-systems, 1 hereinafter simply designated by map L-systems, which is a parallel rewriting system that operates on each cell without any interference from neighbor regions. Each region (cell) can be split into two new cells and no more. Map L-systems are parallel rewriting systems consisting of an alphabet Σ, an axiom ω and a finite set of rules of production P . The alphabet is a finite, non-empty set Σ, whose elements are called letters. Each production is of the form A −→ a , the edge A ∈ Σ is called the predecessor, and the string a, composed of symbols from Σ and special symbols [, ] ,+, and -, is called the successor. Symbols outside the square brackets specify the edge subdivisions, all of them with the same length. The symbols [ and ] specify makers for possible cell-dividing walls. Inside the brackets the first symbol is either + or -, indicating whether the marker is placed to the left or to the right of the predecessor edge. The second symbol is always a letter. If in the same cell there exist two markers in different edges with the same letter then a division can be formed in between them. More than one pair of matching markers can be found in one cell, however only one division is possible for which only the first match is used and all the others are discarded. Next is shown an example of the mBPMOL-systems. In the first example (figure 1) the alphabet is defined by Σ = A,B, [,] ,+,-, the initial map is ω = ABAB and the production rules are:
III. The problem T his methodology can be applied to numerous multiphysics problems that involve topology optimization. To demonstrate its practical implementation it is presented next the structural optimization of a tridimensional structure under several loads. The problem in hands is the design of a structure onto which different masses will be attached. This assembly is to be launched in to space, therefore high inertial loads will be applied on the structure during this stage. In this case it is assume a worst case scenario in which the assembled structure will experience a vertical and lateral acceleration 13 time grater than g.
The mentioned masses are in fact satellites and the structure is the PAD (Payload Adapter and Deployer). Figure 2 shows an initial design for the PAD that was done using mostly designing experience. The mass of the PAD for this configuration is 22 kg. The bare bones of the PAD. The elements onto with the satellites will be attached are highlighted, read: large satellite, blue: six small satellites.
The geometric envelop for the PAD, designated by the PAD bare bones, is well defined as well the positions of certain elements onto which the satellites will be attached. The elements that must be fixed are shown in figure 3 .
The goal is then to optimize the PAD under these constraints. The large void areas in the three platforms (highlighted in yellow in figure 3 ) are to be filled with cellular structures produced by the map L-systems. Also the thickness of the bare bones as well as thickness of the new beams to be added is be a variable of the optimization. The optimization is a single objective optimization in which the goal is to minimize the PAD's mass without breaking (stresses must be below the yield stress for the material). Also, it is required that the maximum deformation is smaller than 2 cm. This is to assure that the deformed platform will not interfere with the small satellites and possibly damage them.
Finally, the structure is built from aerospace aluminum with the following material properties:
Modulus of Elasticity 71 GPa
Yield stress 572 MPa Table 1 . Material properties
IV. Modeling
I n the previous section the problem was defined, here it is explained the implementation of the map L-systems and also it is explained some simplifications to the model in order to speed up the genetic algorithm.
A. Geometry modeling
The use of genetic algorithm demands the evaluation of thousands of different individuals. In this particular case it is necessary to obtain the stresses and displacements of the structures under the loads during launching. Due to the geometrical complexity no analytical method can be devised, therefore we rely on the numerical solution of the problem. Problems as this one are well suited for the finite element method implemented in numerous commercial codes, in this case COMSOL. Without any simplifications this is an easy problem to implement and solve, however each solution takes several minutes to complete which makes the optimization extremely time consuming. Moreover computational issues might arise such as problems with the mesh generation that require the user input. That would prevent the complete automatization of the FEM solution necessary to make this method feasible. This can be avoided by taking advantage of the fact that all elements in the PAD have a high ratio of length to thickness. This fact together with the elastic behavior of the material allow to simplify each element as an Euler beam, and assume a linear variation of stress in the transversal direction with the maximum stress located at the external faces of the beam. Therefore all elements in the PAD were modeled as Euler beams which makes the meshing easy and the solution faster.
Differences in the thicknesses of the beams are taken in to account trough the area properties -area and area moments of inertia.
As mentioned before the cellular structures created by the map L-systems were used to fill the voided areas in the three platforms. In this problem five different map L-systems were used, one for the top platform and four for the two other platforms. The way the maps were assembled in the PAD bare bones is depict in figure 4 .
This option forces a 120
• symmetry in the final structure. One might question this option since clearly the loading has a different symmetry. Two reasons support the this choice: in first place the direction of the lateral load is unknown, and secondly and most important the symmetry is desired for stabilization purposes while in orbit before the satellites are released from the PAD.
B. Loads
I n the real problem the largest loads on the PAD occur during launching due to the large accelerations. The PAD must withstand a vertical and lateral acceleration 13 times greater than g (figure 5) with the satellites attached onto it. The mass of the large satellite is 50 kg and the mass of each one of the small satellites is 5.25 kg. To simplify the simulations it is useful to avoid the inclusion of the satellites replacing them by the forces and the moments they provoke in the PAD. Thus in the FEM simulations there are two types of forces: the body force due to the structure own weight and distributed forces (force per unit of length) equivalent to the satellites weight and moments. The calculation of this forces and moments is done in a simple way. For example take the large satellite attached only to the ring in the top platform. In this case the equivalent distributed load in the vertical direction is simply calculated by dividing the satellite's weight by the perimeter of the ring. The lateral force is replaced by a distributed force in the lateral direction and a constant distributed force in the vertical direction. The magnitude of the former is calculated the same way as the vertical force. The latter is a simplified form of including the moment (M ) caused by the lateral force, and its magnitude is calculated using the schematic in figure 6 .
The differential moment created by the force distributed over the infinitesimal length dθR is dM = 2F RdθRsin(θ). This can be readily integrated for the whole ring and the value of F obtained.
V. Genetic Algorithm T he evolution of the design is done using the Genetic Algorithm (GA) in which the individuals chance of reproduction (crossover) is proportional to its fitness. The gene recombination is performed with the scatted method, where a random binary vector defines which genes come from the first parent those labeled 1 and from the second parent labeled 0. Finally, a Gaussian mutation with shrinking variance was selected for the mutation operator.
The genome is defined below.
A. Genetic codification
In the preivious section it was explained how the real problem is simplified and modeled. With that knowledge it is possible now to identify the parameters that define each structure in a unique manner, in other words the genome of the structure. Following the discussion above the following genes are considered:
• one gene for each of the elements in the PAD bare bones that will determine their thicknesses;
• five groups of genes that define the five different map-Lsystems. Each one comprises three different groups of genes: the first defines the initial map ω, the second the production rules p i and the last the thickness of the beams.
the genome composition is depicted visually in figure 7
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Map L-system n Figure 7 . The structure of the genome for the PAD.
Once the genetic structure of the problem is established there is a one-to-one relation between the genotype and the phenotype (the structure of the PAD). The translation from one to the other is done via MATLAB which is connected to COMSOL and can call most of COMSOL's functions for geometry creation. This fact should be appreciated since had this connection not been available the exchange of information between the genetic algorithm implemented in MATLAB and the FEM from COMSOL would have to be performed via writing and reading from hard disc, which often can take more than 50% of the CPU time.
VI. Objective Function
T he genetic algorithm requires every individual to be evaluated for fitness that will determine its changes of being selected for crossover. Previous section explained how the chromosomes were defined for this problem. This information was decoded in MATLAB which resulted in the tridimensional PAD model that was analyzed via the FEM to determine the fitness of the individual.
For the single objective optimization the goal was, as mentioned, to minimize the mass while maintaining the maximum stresses below the yield stress for the material. Also the maximum displacement was constrained for reasons put forth before. To account for all these issues the fitness value or as it also commonly called, the objective function was define in the following manner:
where f 1 , f 2 and f 3 are given by:
The inclusion of the last three terms assures that the fitness value was penalized if mass, maximum stress and maximum displacement were higher than some reference values, m ref , σ ref and δ ref , respectively. The constant C > 0 allowed to control the penalization. The constant was set to C = 10/(e − 1), which means that if the mass of the PAD was 1kg higher than mass ref the fineness value would be increased by 10. One can argue that the mass penalization is unnecessary since the genetic algorithm should eliminate structures with large mass by itself, however it accelerates the convergency of the genetic algorithm by decreasing the chance of the large mass structures being selected for crossover. The penalization for the stress is plotted in figure 8 . From there one can see that, by choosing that functional form for the penalization, structures for which the maximum stress is marginally higher than the reference value were not very penalized. The same happens for the mass and the maximum displacement. As explained before the structure is modeled as an assembly of Euler beams, in that case it is known that the stresses are due to bending and tension/compression. A conservative value for the maximum stress in the structure is given by
Stress ref
where the values σ max,bending , and σ tension are readily available in the COMSOL post-processing functions. The mass was calculated by integrating the cross-sectional area along the beams length, this yields a conservative value for the PAD's mass since it takes into account the mass in the intersecting beams twice, as exemplified in figure 9. As it is shown ahead this can cause a difference of more than 15% between the simplified model mass and the real geometry mass.
VII. Results and discussion
I n this section the results for the single objective optimization are presented. In the above sections is was pointed out that due to the simplifications in the modeling to reduce computational time, the results from the FEM using Euler beams, are approximated, however they should be always higher than the values observed in the real structure. To address this issues the optimal structure obtained with the genetic algorithm was modeled in a more realistic way and the results and appropriate comparisons are also presented.
A. Single objective optimization
The genetic algorithm was ran for 100 generations. The fitness value of the best individual for each generation is depicted in figure 10 .
As expected the curve flattens out as the "best" information in the genetic pool becomes concentrated in one individual. After 70 generations only small improvements are observed from generation to generation. This fact does not guarantee that the best individual here obtained is the absolute optimum. Some factors can affect the the performance of the GA greatly such as the the initial population, the population size, mutation and crossover implementations. The fine tuning of these components of the GA might bring up better solutions.
In this particular problem such issues were not explored since we are mostly interested in the proof of principle of the method. However as it will be shown these results already show a very good improvement with respect to the proposed non-optimized structure.
Figure 10 also depicts the platforms structures for the best individuals in intermediate generations. An important conclusion for this particular case, and perhaps a conclusion that goes against initial conceptions, is that the best structure is a rather simple one. One can see from these figures a constant reduction of the number of beams as the number of generations increases. Besides the number of beams and their placement the other variable that plays a major role in this problem is the beam thickness. Figure 11 shows the beams thicknesses for the same individuals as in the inserts in figure 10. It's interesting to note that the thickness of the bare bones appears to be determined in the earlier generations and suffers very little changes as the population evolves.
The optimal structure after the 100 generations is depicted in figure 12 . The relevant variables for this individual are listed below:
• mass = 15.4 kg, this represents a reduction of 30% in the mass of the structure when compared to the intitial design;
• maximum stress, σ max = 294 MPa;
• maximum displacement, δ max = 1.6 cm; B. The optimal structure In order to address the questions brought forth pertaining the modeling simplifications the optimized structure (figure 12) was modeled in a more realistic manner. The beams were modeled as tridimensional solid elements and the satellites were included in the simulation to better simulate the loads applied to the PAD. The satellites were simplified as rigid homogeneous masses with dimensions such that their centers of gravity correspond to the real satellites. The simulated geometry is depicted in figure 13 . The stresses and the displacements are is shown in figure 15 . In this case the Von Mises stresses were used as the failure criterion. The results show some differences to the simplified model but in general the agreement in the maximum values for stress and displacement and the areas in the structure where they occur is satisfactory, as seen in figures 15 and 14. Moreover this results show that all the constraints (σ max and δ max ) are satisfied.
As mentioned before this model gives the accurate value for the structure's mass. In this case the calculate mass is 11.96 kg, which represents a mass reduction of 45.6%. If we bear in mind that to haul one kilogram into low earth orbit currently costs approximately $10000, this mass reduction is even more appealing. VIII. Conclusion I n conclusion, the present work demonstrates the feasibility and efficiency of coupling the Map L-system and a FEM through a GA in order to discover unbiased or pre-assumed cellular topologies. In this particular case it was obtained an improvement of nearly 50%. Also it is important to emphasize the unbiased nature of the method, which in this case yields a result much simpler than one might expect. It clearly shows that in the case of the PAD, for a fixed amount of material, it is preferable to concentrate that material in some key locations than to spread it by including more elements in the structure.
One might argue that we used an "hammer to kill a mosquito" however the simple solution emerged by itself without a priori assumptions from a pool of solutions, some of which rather complex.
